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“Manifesting an Abundance Mindset” – with Suzy Golden Duffy & Joanne Keane 

YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO JOIN US as we learn to set our vibrations to allow abundance into our 

beautiful lives from guest hosts SUZY DUFFY and JOANNE KEANE.  

In this memorable workshop we will learn exactly how the principles of the Law of Attraction (LOA) are 

always available to us, and can be used as a dominant tool for creating true, empowering abundance in 

our lives – the kind we all desire. SO many of us have grown up holding onto a “scarcity” mentality and 

believing there just isn’t enough to go around. Or they wonder why good things, money, and love seem 

to flow in so much easier or faster or bigger for everyone else. Or they associate “abundance” only with 

financial success, and neglect to set intentions for ALL areas of their one and beautiful, precious life.  

We all have the ability to shape and create the kind of life we want. This powerful workshop, delivered 

by experts in their fields, will guide you to master the way you think and feel – even identifying where 

these original thoughts and emotions came from, to help you develop a mind shift that will propel you 

forward in creating your world exactly as you want it to be. 

Join us in this intimate workshop, where it will not only bust open your old operating stories, beliefs  and 

myths around creating abundance in your life, but personally help you to uncover your own personal 

roadblocks, as well as unveil – and if necessary, replace – the vibrations that you are sending out to the 

world so that you can move powerfully forward.  

This workshop will help you to: 

• Discover your current (old) personal blueprint + vibration on abundance 

• Create a NEW (empowering) blueprint + vibration that supports the abundance you want 

• Release the emotional blocks you have around abundance, to allow it to flow  

• Set intentions for the abundance you most desire 

• Learn how to relax and ALLOW more abundance to flow to you 

• Unlock your true potential 

• Connect with your own personal creative life force and never worry about money again 

 

In this memorable workshop each participant will receive an energy clearing that will serve as a catalyst 

to envision, manifest, and claim your rightful human potential. This event takes place in a beautiful yoga 

center setting among a warm, loving, and meditative support circle of like-minded others – where you 

will have opportunities to share throughout the workshop any insights, shares, and questions.  

Workshop tuition can be paid during registration the night of the event. 

Please try to arrive 30 minutes early. This allows for smooth and pleasant time for you to sign in, find a 

comfortable backjack (floor chair), yoga mat, or folding chair to sit on.  

Parking is available in both the front and back parking lots of the yoga center. 
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Suzy Duffy is an avid practitioner of the Law of Attraction. Along with her husband Michael and four 

children ages 9-20, they have used the principles of LOA to reinvent the circumstances of their lives in a 

big way, and are beautiful examples of claiming the power and choices that are ours for the taking. 

In 2008, faced with Michael’s job loss and a growing problem to pay their bills, rather than falling into 

tragedy, they decided to “grow their faith and spirituality” instead. They grew a deliberate and 

dedicated LOA practice, and today have three thriving businesses and have tripled their income. 

Suzy has led workshops, tele-seminars, and webinars, and has been a featured speaker at Connecticut 

networking groups. She and her husband Michael own a LOA coaching business called Awakening 

Prosperity.  

More on Suzy here. 

Joanne Keane is an Inspired Yoga teacher, JourneyDance Instructor, and Shamanic Energy Healer. She 

has studied extensively for the past 25 years in the magic and science of harnessing the power of the 

Universe to shift the Mind and Body – on the mission to help others consciously evolve, raise their 

vibration, and live a life on purpose, full of abundance. She has shifted her life and many others through 

these practices and healing.  

More on Joanne here. 
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